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Abstract
Distributional thesauri are useful in many tasks of Natural Language Processing. In this paper, we address the problem of building and
evaluating such thesauri with the help of Information Retrieval (IR) concepts. Two main contributions are proposed. First, following
the work of (Claveau et al., 2014), we show how IR tools and concepts can be used with success to build a thesaurus. Through several
experiments and by evaluating directly the results with reference lexicons, we show that some IR models outperform state-of-the-art
systems. Secondly, we use IR as an applicative framework to indirectly evaluate the generated thesaurus. Here again, this task-based
evaluation validates the IR approach used to build the thesaurus. Moreover, it allows us to compare these results with those from the
direct evaluation framework used in the literature. The observed differences bring these evaluation habits into question.
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1. Introduction
Distributional semantics aims at building thesauri (or lex-
icons) automatically from text corpora. For a given input
(ie. a given word), these thesauri identify semantically sim-
ilar words based on the assumption that they share a simi-
lar distribution than the input word’s one. In practice, this
distributional assumption is set such that two words would
be considered close if their occurrences share similar con-
texts. These contexts are typically co-occurring words in
a limited window around the considered words, or words
syntactically linked.
Evaluating these thesauri remains a crucial point to as-
sess the quality of the construction methods used. A com-
monly used approach is to compare the generated thesauri
to one or several reference lexicons. This evaluation proce-
dure, called ’intrinsic’, has the advantage of being straight-
forward and simple as it allows to estimate the quality
and completeness of the generated thesaurus. However, it
is based on reference lexicons whose own completeness,
quality, or simply their availability for the considered do-
main/language/genre are not always granted.
In this article1, we propose to examine those two aspects
– the construction and the evaluation of distributional the-
sauri – by using information retrieval (IR) both as a set of
techniques and as a use case. Concerning the construction,
recent work (Claveau et al., 2014) showed that IR systems
could advantageously be used to implement distributional
analysis systems. We propose in this paper to further ex-
plore this IR approach to build thesauri. We examine the
interest of various classic models of IR for distributional
analysis and compare them with the state-of-the-art.
Regarding the evaluation, we offer an extrinsic evaluation
of the generated thesauri through a conventional IR task.
We are then able to compare these results with those of the
intrinsic evaluation, and therefore to judge the relevance of

1This work was partly funded via the BigClin and LIMAH
CominLabs excellence laboratory projects financed by the French
National Research Agency under reference ANR-10-LABX-07-
01.

these assessment scenarios.
After a state-of-the art (next section), the article addresses
these two contributions successively: the aspects related
to the construction of thesauri are presented in Section 3.,
while those about the evaluation by IR are in Section 4.. Fi-
nally, we present some conclusions and perspectives about
this work in the last section.

2. Related work
2.1. Building distributional thesauri
Building distributional thesauri has been the subject of
many studies, including the pioneering work of (Grefen-
stette, 1994) and (Lin, 1998). All these works are based on
the distributional assumption (Firth, 1957) summarized by
the famous formula: ”You should know a word by the com-
pany it keeps”. It is therefore considered that each word
is semantically characterized by all the contexts in which
it appears. For an entry word in a thesaurus, words that
share similar contexts are proposed; these are called seman-
tic neighbors thereafter. In the studies, the nature of the se-
mantic link between an entry and its neighbors is variable;
the neighbors can be synonyms of the entry, hypernyms,
hyponyms or other types of semantic links (Budanitsky and
Hirst, 2006; Adam et al., 2013, for a discussion)). These se-
mantic links, even if they are very diverse, are nevertheless
useful for many applications related to Natural Language
Processing. This explains why this field of research is still
very active, with contributions on various aspects related to
the construction of the thesaurus.
First, different options of what should be considered as a
distributional context has been explored. One usually dis-
tinguishes between graphical contexts and syntactic con-
texts. The former are simply the words appearing around
the occurrences of a target word. The second are the syn-
tactic predicates and arguments of the occurrences of the
target word. The second approach is often considered more
accurate, but it is based on a prior parsing step which is not
always possible and can even be inaccurate and misleading.
There are many connections between distributional seman-
tics and IR. Several researchers have used search engines
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to collect co-occurrence information or contexts on the web
(Turney, 2001; Bollegala et al., 2007; Sahami and Heilman,
2006; Ruiz-Casado et al., 2005). The vector representations
of the contexts are also often used in different ways (Turney
and Pantel, 2010), but without the usual weighting schemes
and relevance functions used in IR (with the exception of
(Vechtomova and Robertson, 2012) in the slightly different
context of computing similarities between named entities).
Yet, several studies have examined the problem of weight-
ing contexts to get more relevant neighbors. For example,
(Broda et al., 2009) proposed to not consider directly the
weight of contexts, but their ranks in order to overcome the
influence of weighting functions. Considering the semantic
neighbors of a word, others suggested bootstrap methods to
change the weight of its contexts (Zhitomirsky-Geffet and
Dagan, 2009; Yamamoto and Asakura, 2010). Moreover,
many studies are based on the fact that the ”traditional”
distributional representation of contexts is very sparse and
redundant, as illustrated by (Hagiwara et al., 2006). In this
context, several dimension reduction methods also used in
IR were tested: from Latent Semantic Indexing (Landauer
and Dumais, 1997b; Padó and Lapata, 2007; Van de Cruys
et al., 2011) to Random Indexing (Sahlgren, 2001), through
the non-negative matrix factorization (Van de Cruys, 2010).
Recently, (Claveau et al., 2014) proposed to make a deeper
analogy between the research on distributional neighbors
and a conventional IR problem. All contexts of all the oc-
currences of a word can indeed be represented as one doc-
ument or a query, allowing to easily find similar words, or
more precisely sets of similar contexts. While sharing many
similarities with the state of the art, this simple way to ad-
dress the problem of building distributional thesauri offers
interesting research avenues and easily accessible tools. In
this paper, we also adopt this approach which is described
with further details in Section 3.1..

2.2. Evaluating distributional thesauri
As mentioned previously, the evaluation of generated the-
sauri is either intrinsic, by comparison with a reference re-
source, or extrinsic, through their use in a specific task.
In the case of intrinsic assessment, reference lexicons are
needed. It is then easy to calculate precision, recall or any
other measure of quality of the generated distributional the-
saurus. This approach was used in numerous previous stud-
ies. Among the lexicons regularly used as references, let us
cite WordSim 353 (Gabrilovich and Markovitch, 2007), or
those used by (Ferret, 2013) that exploits larger resources,
ie. synonyms for WordNet 3.0 (Miller, 1990) and the Moby
thesaurus (Ward, 1996). In this paper, we also use these
two resources for our intrinsic assessment; see below for a
presentation. Other resources are not directly lexicons, but
data sets that can be used for direct assessment, as the set
of synonyms from the TOEFL test (Landauer and Dumais,
1997a) or the semantic relationships in BLESS (Baroni and
Lenci, 2011).
Direct assessment is appealing for its simplicity, but it
raises the question of the adequacy of lexicons used as ref-
erences. Therefore, several studies have proposed indirect
assessments through a task requiring the generated thesauri.
One well known task is the lexical substitution as proposed

at SemEval 2007 (McCarthy and Navigli, 2009). Given
a word in a sentence, the goal is to replace this word by
one of its neighbors and to check that this does not alter
the meaning of the sentence. The results obtained are then
compared to the substitutions proposed by humans. This
task therefore focus on exact synonyms to the detriment of
other types of semantic relationships.
To our knowledge, the evaluation of distributional the-
saurus through IR tasks has not been explored. Of course,
the use of information that can be called distributional
within an IR framework has been the subject of several
studies (Besançon et al., 1999; Billhardt et al., 2002).
It continues today by the work on lexical representations
learned by neural networks (Huang et al., 2012; Mikolov et
al., 2013). In every case, these studies aim at taking advan-
tage of similarities between word contexts to improve the
representation of documents and/or the Relevance Status
Value function (RSV). However, these studies do not sepa-
rate the process of creating the distributional thesaurus from
the IR process, which makes impossible the evaluation of
the contribution of the only distributional information. In
our case, the extrinsic IR evaluation we propose (see Sec-
tion 4.) is simply based on the use of semantic neighbors to
expand queries; the rest of the IR system is standard. This
allows us to easily assess the quality of the generated the-
sauri.

3. IR Models for distributional analysis
3.1. Principles and material
As explained in the introduction, the problem of building a
distributional thesaurus can be viewed as a search problem
of similar documents and can therefore be carried out with
IR techniques. In this context, all contexts of a given word
in a corpus are collected and compiled. This set of contexts
forms what is considered as a document. Building an entry
in the thesaurus, ie. finding the closest words (in a distri-
butional sense) of a word wi, is thus equivalent to finding
documents (contexts) close to the document representing
the contexts of wi (seen as a query in the IR system).
For the sake of comparison with published results, the data
used for our experiments are those used in several studies.
The corpus used to collect the contexts is AQUAINT-2; it
is composed of articles in English containing a total of 380
millions of words. The words considered for our thesaurus
entries are common nouns occurring at least 10 times in
the corpus, that is 25 000 different nouns. The contexts
of all occurrences of these words are collected; in the ex-
periments reported below, contexts are formed by the two
words at the right and two words at the left of the target
noun, along with their position. For example, in the sen-
tence ”... all forms of restriction on freedom of expression,
threats ...” the words restriction-2, on-1, of+1, expression+2
are added to the set of contexts of freedom.
As we mentioned earlier, we use WordNet (WN) and
Moby for intrinsic assessment of generated thesauri. These
two resources have different, additional characteristics:
WN identifies strong semantic links (synonyms or quasi-
synonyms) while Moby identifies a greater variety of links
(hypernyms, meronyms, co-hyponymy...). A detailed de-
scription of the semantic links considered by these re-
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sources is given in (Ferret, 2013; Claveau et al., 2014).
WN offers on average 3 neighbors for 10 473 nouns of
AQUAINT-2, and Moby contains on average 50 neighbors
of 9 216 nouns. Together, these resources cover 12 243
nouns of the corpus with 38 neighbors on average. These
resources are used as reference for the evaluation. The
number of nouns and the variety of semantic relations that
they contain make this reference a comprehensive evalu-
ation data set, compared with other existing benchmarks
(e.g. WordSim 353).

3.2. Test of the IR models
Table 1 presents the results obtained by different thesaurus
building systems, applied to the AQUAINT-2 corpus. The
performance measures used to compare the generated the-
sauri with the reference (WordNet + Moby) are those typi-
cally used for this task: precision at different levels (on the
top 5, 10, 50, 100 neighbors), MAP (Mean Average Preci-
sion) and R-precision, expressed as a percentage, averaged
on the 12 243 nouns in the WN+Moby reference.
For comparative purposes, we report the results obtained
under the same experimental conditions with (i) a state-of-
the art approach, denoted base, that uses a cosine similarity
and weighting by mutual information (Ferret, 2013), (ii)
an improved version (rerank) which uses machine learn-
ing technique to rerank neighbors (Ferret, 2013), and (iii)
another version (synt) based on syntactic contexts (Ferret,
2014) rather than graphic ones. We also report the results
of the systems already tested by (Claveau et al., 2014),
based on TF-IDF/cosine and Okapi-BM-25 (Robertson et
al., 1998). These authors also proposed an adjusted version
of the latter called adjusted-Okapi BM25, in which the in-
fluence of the document size is reinforced by taking b = 1
and by the IDF squared, in order to give more importance
to the most discriminating context words. We also apply
this strategy to get an adjusted version of the TF-IDF/cosine
taking the IDF squared.
In addition to these models, we test other IR systems based
on probabilistic language modeling (denoted LM), with
both Dirichlet smoothing (varying the values of the param-
eter µ) and Hiemstra smoothing (smoothing with the prob-
abilities of occurrence of words throughout the collection;
with different values of λ). We also test the dimension re-
duction techniques (LSI, LDA, Random projections (RP)),
with different numbers of dimensions. These classical IR
models are not detailed further here (Manning et al., 2008,
for further details).
First, one can observe the difficulty of the task, since in ev-
ery case, the precision of the generated thesauri are very
low according to this intrinsic evaluation process. The
comparison with the reference lexicons therefore leads to a
very severe conclusion about the supposed quality of these
thesauri. Yet some IR models perform particularly well
compared to the state-of-the-art, such as models based on
Okapi, or on language modeling. On the contrary, dimen-
sion reduction techniques yields low results: The lower the
number of dimensions considered, the worse the results.
This negative result is in line with some conclusions of
previous work (Van de Cruys, 2010). The occurrence of
certain very specific contextual words is indeed a strong in-

dicator of the semantic proximity of words. Aggregation
of different words into a single dimension is then detri-
mental to distinguish the semantic neighbors. This is also
confirmed by the fact that within a model family, the pa-
rameter settings leading to the best results are those which
give more weight to discriminating words: squared IDF for
Okapi, very few smoothing for language modeling (ie. low
values of µ and λ).

3.3. Frequency analysis
Some authors noted that the frequency of words for which
we try to find the neighbors has a great influence on the
final quality (Ferret, 2013). With the state-of-the-art tech-
niques, the more frequent the nouns are, the more contexts
they have to describe them; and finally, the better the results
are. In the following experiment, we check whether the use
of IR methods leads to the same observation. In order to
do this, we take the previous experimental framework and
the adjusted-Okapi model, but here, the frequency of the
entry word is taken into account: words having the high-
est frequencies (>1000), those with the lowest frequency
(<100) and the remaining third with medium frequencies.
These results are shown in Table 2. Again, we also report
the state-of-the-art results (Ferret, 2013) for comparison.
It appears that the IR approach has a much more stable be-
havior on the frequencies that the system of (Ferret, 2013).
In particular, adjusted-Okapi provides relatively good re-
sults for low-frequency words. Since word frequency is di-
rectly related to the size of contexts sets, it indicates the
importance of normalization according to the size of the
documents used in this IR approach.

3.4. Limits of the analogy with IR
The analogy between similar document search and search
for distributional neighbors yields good results, but it
should however be pointed some limits of this analogy. In-
deed, the collection of contexts, which are considered as
documents, have substantially different properties than ac-
tual documents. To illustrate this, we represent in Figure 1
the distribution of the size (number of words) of standard
document (they are those of AQUAINT corpus, ie., news-
paper articles) and the distribution of the size of the context
collections. One can observe a much larger range of sizes
in the case of sets of contexts. It seems therefore important
to take this into account to adapt the length normalization
part of the RSV functions of the models (ie. the similarity
function used by in IR models).
The word distribution is also quite different from that found
in an actual document collection. This is illustrated in Fig-
ure 2 in which we give the distribution of document fre-
quency (DF), compared again with the one of the original
AQUAINT corpus. Context words usually occur in many
more contexts than this is the case for real document. For
example, the number of words appearing in 1 over 10 000
documents (DF = 0.0001) is nearly 100 times higher than
for real documents. As we have already observed in the
previous experiments, this phenomenon deserves a specific
consideration of in the models (through smoothing in lan-
guage models or through IDF in vector models for example,
or even by inventing new weighting schemes).
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Method MAP R-Prec P@1 P@5 P@10 P@50 P@100
Ferret 2013 base 5.6 7.7 22.5 14.1 10.8 5.3 3.8
Ferret 2013 best rerank 6.1 8.4 24.8 15.4 11.7 5.7 3.8
Ferret 2014 synt 7.9 10.7 29.4 18.9 14.6 7.3 5.2
TF-IDF 5.40 7.28 21.73 13.74 9.59 5.17 3.49
adjusted TF-IDF 7.09 9.02 24.68 15.13 11.55 5.96 4.31
Okapi-BM25 6.72 8.41 24.82 14.65 10.85 5.16 3.66
adjusted Okapi-BM25 8.97 10.94 31.05 18.44 13.76 6.46 4.54
LSI dim=50 1.62 2.86 5.00 4.12 3.76 2.78 2.35
LSI dim=500 4.37 6.27 16.00 10.76 8.78 4.61 3.45
LSI dim=1000 5.06 6.87 21.09 13.20 9.96 5.39 4.02
LSI dim=2000 5.11 6.86 23.11 14.34 10.78 5.12 3.72
LDA dim=500 0.60 1.25 2.17 2.21 1.90 1.29 1.13
RP dim=500 5.66 6.48 27.3 12.85 8.67 3.04 1.86
RP dim=2000 5.90 7.04 27.13 13.71 8.94 3.21 1.96
LM Dirichlet µ = 25 6.52 7.56 23.46 11.88 8.16 2.99 1.89
LM Dirichlet µ = 250 6.56 7.43 23.08 12.31 8.17 2.77 1.73
LM Dirichlet µ = 2500 5.83 6.77 23.28 12.06 8.00 2.98 1.81
LM Hiemstra λ = 0.45 5.41 6.79 25.09 12.07 8.17 3.05 1.90
LM Hiemstra λ = 0.65 8.10 8.98 27.06 13.35 9.25 3.41 2.13
LM Hiemstra λ = 0.85 7.06 7.88 25.28 12.44 8.41 3.04 1.89
LM Hiemstra λ = 0.95 6.49 7.64 27.21 13.62 9.17 3.28 2.06

Table 1: Performance of IR models for building distributional thesauri over the WN+Moby reference

Freq. Method MAP R-Prec P@1 P@5 P@10 P@50 P@100
high Ferret 2013 base 6.5 11.0 41.3 26.8 20.8 - 7.3

adjusted Okapi 7.21 10.73 39.78 24.8 19.31 9.16 5.99
medium Ferret 2013 base 7.4 9.3 20.9 12.3 9.3 - 3.2

adjusted Okapi 9.85 11.32 30.58 16.19 11.85 5.19 3.55
low Ferret 2013 base 2.4 2.1 3.3 1.7 1.5 - 0.7

adjusted Okapi 6.93 6.79 9.88 4.83 3.84 1.97 1.49

Table 2: Performance for building distributional thesauri over the WN+Moby reference according to the frequency of the
words considered

4. Evaluating through an IR task
To assess the contribution of a distributional thesaurus in
a classic task of IR, we use it to expand queries. For each
query noun, its neighbors found in the considered thesaurus
are added to the query. We describe below our experimental
context, and the results obtained. We then propose to draw
a parallel between this indirect assessment and the results
of the intrinsic evaluation seen in the previous section.

4.1. Experimental setting
The IR collection used in the experiments is the one de-
veloped for the Tipster project and used as part of TREC.
It contains more than 170 000 documents and 50 queries.
These queries are composed of several fields (the query it-
self, a narrative field detailing the criteria of relevance); in
the experiments reported below, we only use the query field.
This collection is particularly suited since it is composed of
English documents of the same nature as the AQUAINT-2
corpus (articles of the Wall Street Journal) from which the
distributional thesaurus was built.
The IR system we use is Indri (Metzler and Croft, 2004;
Strohman et al., 2005), known for offering state-of-the-art
performance. This probabilistic system implements a com-
bination of language modeling (Ponte and Croft, 1998) and
inference networks (Turtle and Croft, 1991). In the exper-
iments reported below, we use it with standard settings, ie.
Dirichlet smoothing (with µ = 2500 as recommended). In

our case, this IR system offers the additional advantage of
having a complex query language that allows us to include
the words of the distributional thesaurus by making best
use of the inference network model; in practice, we use the
dedicated operator ’#syn’ to aggregate the counts of the
words indicated as synonyms (see Indri documentation for
details). To remove the effects of flexion (plural) on the re-
sults, the plural and singular forms of nouns of the queries
are added, either in the non-extended, original queries or
those extended with the semantic neighbors.
The performance for this IR task is typically measured by
precision at different thresholds (P@x), R-precision, and
MAP (Mean Average Precision). Therefore, to evaluate
the thesaurus, we measure the gains in terms of precision,
MAP, etc. between the results without and with expansion.
We also indicate the average of the AP (Average Precision)
gain by query, noted AvgGainAP (not be confused with the
gain of MAP, which is the gain calculated from the AP av-
erages over the query). In the tables below, non statistically
significant results (Wilcoxon and t-test with p < 0.05) are
in italics.

4.2. Expansion results
Table 3 presents the performance gains achieved by ex-
panding the queries with the words collected in the the-
saurus. We choose the thesaurus with the best intrinsic re-
sults, that is, the one built with the adjusted Okapi method.
Since this thesaurus orders the neighbors by proximity with
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(a) (b)

Figure 1: Distributions of the size of documents with standard documents (a) and with sets of contexts (b); log. scale

(a) (b)

Figure 2: Distribution of document frequencies (DF) with standard documents (a) and with set of contexts (b); log. scale

the entry-noun, we test different scenarios: for each noun of
the query, we only keep the 5, 10 or 50 nearest neighbors.
For comparison purposes, we also show the results obtained
by expanding the queries with the reference lexicons WN
alone and WN+Moby. Here is a sample query, with its non-
expanded form and its expanded form (adjusted Okapi top
5) using the inference network operators of Indri:

• query : coping with overcrowded prisons

• normal form : #combine( coping with

overcrowded #syn( prisons prison ) )

• expanded form : #combine( coping with

overcrowded #syn( prisons prison inmate

inmates jail jails detention detentions

prisoner prisoners detainee detainees )

)

First, we note that for any thesaurus used, the query expan-
sion brings a significant gain in performance. By the way,
it contradicts the conclusions of (Voorhees, 1994) about the
alleged lack of interest in using WN to expand queries. The
most notable fact here is the excellent results obtained with
the thesaurus built automatically, that even exceed those of
the reference lexicons. While its precision on the first 10

neighbors was evaluated under 14% in Section 3., this the-
saurus generates expansions yielding the best MAP gain.
The average AP gains (AvgGainAP) also provides interest-
ing information: it is maximum with WN, which therefore
provides a stable improvement (gain for most queries). This
is due to the fact that the queries neighbors added by WN
are very close semantically (exact synonyms). This stabil-
ity is lower with other thesauri, and is the lowest with the
expansions by the 50 nearest neighbors from the thesaurus
generated with adjusted Okapi model. As the MAP gain re-
mains generally good, it indicates that only certain queries
benefit of significant absolute gains.

4.3. Intrinsic vs. extrinsic evaluation
The results of the previous experiences raise questions
about the consistency between intrinsic and extrinsic eval-
uations. We want to know if the gain of precision between
two thesaurus construction methods, even if stated as statis-
tically significant, is sensible in IR. In order to answer this
question, we propose additional experiments comparing in-
trinsic precision with extrinsic performance. Figure 3 re-
ports the results of query expansion with the first 10 neigh-
bors of several thesauri generated with various IR models,
according to their intrinsic P@10. It shows that the preci-
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Expansion MAP AvgGainAP R-Prec P@5 P@10 P@50 P@100
without 21.78 - 30.93 92.80 89.40 79.60 70.48
with WN +12.44 +36.3 +7.01 +4.31 +7.16 +7.60 +10.87
with WN+M +11.00 +28.33 +7.78 +3.02 +5.37 +6.53 +9.17
with adjusted Okapi top 5 +13.14 +29.99 +11.17 +3.45 +5.15 +9.40 +12.43
with adjusted Okapi top 10 +13.80 +24.36 +9.58 +2.16 +4.03 +5.58 +8.26
with adjusted Okapi top 50 +10.02 +17.99 +8.82 +3.45 +3.36 +3.72 +5.36

Table 3: Relative gain of performance (%) when expanding queries with different thesauri

Figure 3: MAP gains et AvgGainAP for query expansion
with thesauri generated by various models according to
their intrinsic P@10

sion measured with the direct evaluation is related to query
expansion gains since the order is respected: The best the-
saurus according to intrinsic evaluation (best P@10) gets
the best MAP gain at the IR task, etc. Yet, the correlation
is not linear as it might be expected. Moreover, statisti-
cally significant differences in the intrinsic evaluation (as
between adjusted TF-IDF and adjusted Okapi) do not nec-
essarily result in statistically significant differences in the
expansion task. Among the false positives according to in-
trinsic evaluation (words detected as close by the retrieval
method but absent in reference lexicons), some seem more
or less harmful to expand queries.
It is interesting to explore further the effect of these false
positives. Again, we examine the evolution of the perfor-
mance of the IR task depending on the intrinsic quality of
the neighboring lists used to expand queries, but this time,
neighbor lists with more or less noise are generated from
the reference thesaurus. We control the amount of noise by
replacing neighbors with words randomly chosen from the
vocabulary. Therefore, it is possible to produce neighbor
lists with a controlled intrinsic precision and to evaluate
their performance for expanding queries. Figure 4 shows
the evolution of MAP and AvgGainAP according to pre-
cision of artificially noisy neighbors lists generated from
WN alone and WN+Moby. For comparison purposes, we
report the MAP obtained from the top 5, 10 and 50 of the
adjusted-Okapi thesaurus.
As expected, the two performance metrics fall when intrin-
sic precision of the neighbor lists decreases. Yet, no per-
formance gains on the IR task are observed for lists with

precision of 50%, and below this precision, expansions de-
grade the results. So, there is indeed a correlation between
the accuracy of the lists measured by intrinsic evaluation
and performance as measured by extrinsic evaluation, at
least when the false positives are random. But in the case
of the generated thesaurus, the IR performance obtained is
comparable to lists with an intrinsic precision between 70
and 100% (depending on the cases), while the actual intrin-
sic precision of the thesaurus ranged between 10 and 20%.
More than the severity of the intrinsic evaluation, this high-
lights the weakness of the intrinsic evaluation based on ref-
erences whose completeness cannot be taken for granted:
some neighbors considered as false positives, because not
listed in the references, are actually good candidates.
To illustrate this last point, we report in Table 4 the
performance obtained by the adjusted Okapi thesaurus
when expanding queries with the first 10 neighbors of
each noun, but excluding those who are listed as neigh-
bors in WN or WN + Moby. In other words, we only
keep the neighbors judged as false positives by the in-
trinsic evaluation. Clearly, the results obtained suggest
that these alleged false positives are semantically related
to the entry. For the word jail seen in the previous
query, among the top 10 neighbors, those absent from
WN + Moby are: award, abuse, detainee, guard,

custody, defendant, inmate, prisoner. They ac-
tually seem semantically related to jail.

5. Conclusion
In this article, we explored the use of IR both to build and
to evaluate a distributional thesaurus. We firstly used the
similarities of models developed in IR on the contexts of
words which allows us, for a given word, to find those shar-
ing a contextual similarity, and hence semantics. Moreover,
through classical task of IR, we offer an application frame-
work for an indirect evaluation of the thesaurus.
In this work, two major conclusions emerge. By extend-
ing the approach proposed by (Claveau et al., 2014), we
confirmed the validity of the IR approach for building dis-
tributional thesaurus. More specifically, we have shown
the importance of taking into account the discriminating
words in different models (through specific weights with
IDF or smoothing). We also shed light on the advantage of
IR models over conventional methods when dealing with
words with few occurrences. Of course, there are also lim-
its to the analogy between IR and distributional analysis:
The sets of contexts have statistical properties (size, word
frequency...) that are very different from ’real’ documents.
This argues for the establishment of weighting and RSV
functions adapted to this reality and therefore opens poten-
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Figure 4: MAP gains (left) and AvgGainAP (right) of expanded queries according to the controlled precision of the the-
saurus used for query expansion

Expansion with adjusted Okapi MAP AvgGainAP R-Prec P@5 P@10 P@50 P@100
top 10 but WN +11.80 +21.60 +8.37 +2.16 +3.58 +5.08 +6.87
top 10 but WN+M +9.36 +19.22 +6.41 +3.02 +3.36 +3.17 +5.73

Table 4: Relative gains of performance (%) when expanding queries with neighbors that are considered as false positives
in the intrinsic evaluation

tial avenues for improvement. Other perspectives on this
part concern the use of recent techniques of IR for the con-
struction of thesauri (learning to rank, continuous represen-
tations...).
The other major conclusion of this article is about the reli-
ability of the intrinsic evaluation. By showing that the the-
saurus generated with our models obtains extrinsic results
at least as good as the reference lexicons (WN and Moby)
used for the intrinsic evaluation, we question previous con-
clusions of many studies only based on intrinsic evaluation.
Indeed, the very weak results of the generated thesaurus at
the intrinsic evaluations are not confirmed in the third-party
evaluation framework (in our case, query expansion for IR).
Of course, these conclusions should be put into perspec-
tive: our IR task may be less sensitive to expansions that
are loosely related to the entry. Other tasks, such as lex-
ical substitution, more focused on exact synonyms, might
give different results. Therefore, an interesting perspective
would be to measure the correlation between the intrinsic
and extrinsic evaluation scores in different tasks and sce-
narios to better help choose the most suitable distributional
method for a given task.
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